Catherine Braconnier designs the MUDtile product line for MUDstyle Inc, company which she founded in 2002.

Her collections are available in London, Dubaï, Spain, Ireland and Scandinavia. The majority of her MUDtiles are produced and distributed internationally by DOM Ceramiche. Her private collections are exclusive to STONE SOURCE in the United States.
COLOUR & PATTERN VARIATION

Natural stone is a product subject to important variations in patterns and colours. For this reason, please be advised that samples are presented for illustrative purposes only, so that the command received may differ from the sample seen before.

COMPLETIONS

In case of completion requests, we cannot guarantee the same colour and veining that the party previously delivered given the characteristics of craft materials. The beauty of natural stone is that each piece created by the artisan is unique.

SHADES DIFFERENCES IN VARIOUS SIZES

The production system does not allow to “tonalize” material lots including tesserae sizes. Therefore, even if requested in the same order, the different sizes can be characterized by different shades.

CHIPPED TESSERAE

The complexity of tesserae cutting implies a slight and partial chipping at the tesserae edges. Therefore, the presence of such irregularities can’t be ground for contestations.